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HENNA  APPLICATION  101

There are several ways to apply henna.  For the sake of this demonstration, we will be utilizing

the most popular method: henna coning.  Henna powder is sifted and mixed with water, sugar,

and essential oils to create a fine and luxuriously smooth paste.  It is then carefully put into a

cellophane cone and sealed with a small opening at the bottom. This henna cone is then used

like a pen to apply gentle strokes of henna on top of the skin, with the help of your thumb and

forefinger.  "Righties and Lefties" may hold the cone differently in order to apply the henna,

however, there are some tips to how the cone is held which helps to create cleaner designs. 

WHAT  IS  HENNA/MEHNDI?

Henna is an all natural paste that is made from the leaves of the Henna (lawsonia Inermis) plant.

The leaves of the plant contain a natural and very effective coloring pigment. When the leaves

are dried and crushed into a powder, they can be mixed with other natural ingredients to create

the henna paste that is used in temporary body art tattoos.  Classic henna paste features a

gorgeous all-natural burgundy stain and is great for all complexions, skin conditions, and ages!

The act of applying henna is often called "Mehndi" in the Indian culture, but because it exists in

African and other Asian cultures too, there are several names for it: "Heena", "Hina" to name a few.

 

When you first remove the dried henna paste your design may be an orange to light-brown

color.  Watch it over the next 24-48 hours, as it stains darker and darker.  During this time frame,

avoid water as much as possible and protect your design with olive or coconut oil when water

cannot be avoided.  By 48 hours post application, your design should oxidize enough to reach it's

darkest hue.  This hue will lighten gradually over the next 10-14 days, as your skin naturally

exfoliates.  Results last differently for everyone, depending on your own genetic makeup.

 

Henna stains on any and every complexion! Classic henna produces a lovely burgundy stain, and

results can vary for everyone.  Complexion has very little to do with that variance.  The darkness of

the stain can be affected by many things such as body temperature, skin conditions, lifestyle,

time of the month, etc.  Two people can use the same henna paste, share the same skin

complexion, and end up with different results. This is due to the many factors that come into

play when dealing with an all-natural substance.  

 

"Black Henna" does not exist naturally. "White Henna" is washable body paint applied like henna.

  

HENNA IS ALL NATURAL AND MUST BE STORED IN THE FREEZER TO KEEP FROM SPOILING!
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CLEAN  LINES  & DOTS
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BASIC  DESIGN  & BUTTERFLY
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MEHNDI  PRACTICE :  TOP  HAND
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THINGS  TO  REMEMBER :

Mehndi & Mimosa's

Never use store-bought henna paste that has not been hand-

made by a henna artist who can list every single ingredient used.

Pre-made mass produced henna is often disguised as organic

and safe to use.  However, truly organic henna has no shelf life (it

MUST be frozen to keep) so if you purchase the cone off of a

store shelf - it's not real natural henna! Please don't use it on

yourself or anyone else.

Freeze your remaining henna cone to preserve it, and use it

for your next henna tattoo design or practice on a friend!

Remember that henna designs don't need to be perfect. Let

your creative energy flow and be intentional with every henna

stroke.  Positive energy creates positively beautiful design work! 

 

 

HOST  YOUR  OWN  HENNA  & SIP  PARTY

LEARN  HOW  TO  HENNA  LIKE  A  PRO !

Take your next celebration or "girls-night" to the next level and host your very own Mehndi and

sip party!  Even young ladies (and young gents) can have fun with faux-mimosa's made with

sparkling cider and OJ and lots of glitter in their henna! Visit www.LeStrassedChae.com to

submit your party request.

Book a 1 on 1 Intensive Henna Course with master henna artist, Chaé,
and learn: the authentic history of henna, how to make your own henna

paste or source ethical premade henna paste, henna best practices and

techniques, moderate to complex designs, formulations, styles, and motifs,

create clean lines and design work, and complete henna before and aftercare.  

Course customization available for booking at www.LeStrassedChae.com.
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